
Noteworthy anatomical and pbysiological researches.

On the twisting of the grain of pinc,^

In 1854, A. Braun* published the results of extensive ob-
servations on the twisting of the grain in a large number of
species of wood-producing plants, and offered an explanation
for the phenomenon. The paper now under consideration
contains the results of investigations on a limited number of
allied species of conifers. Dr. Hartig agrees in part with
Braun in his explanation, but does not agree with him as to
the final cause of the twisting of the grain. The former as-
signs as the cause the peculiar manner in which the increase
m the number of elements of the cambium occurs. As the
woody axis of the tree increases in diameter the number of

elements in the cambium cylinder at any height must in-

crease correspondingly. This increase in the number of ele-

•nents is secured not by division in a radial plane, but by
transverse divisions. Usually these divisions do not occur at
exactly a right angle to the long axis of the cell. As the two
Jaughter cells produced by such a division, grow in length,
he upper end of the lower one; pushes its way upward and

the lower end of the upper one grows downward, each insin-
"atmg itself between its mate and the neighboring element,
s^eparating to a slight degree the original elements of the cam-

'um sheath, thus increasing its diameter.
inese transverse walls are inclined both to the right and to

, If^'^
from a radial plane. Between the relative members

{ ^"f
^ two kinds of wall and the twisting of the grain there

a close relation. Generally if the members are about equal

Z ^'T *^ ^^'a'glit. If a large majority of them incline to

Za-^^ the grain winds in that direction; if to the left, the

.
="^^ng is in that direction. This is explained in the follow-

^,.S manner. After each transverse division, if the wall in-

^s to the right, the tendency is for the upper end of the

eJ' ^^^ghter cell to incline to the right, and for the lower

-p^^L^J^fJjpperdaughter cell to incline to the left. If now
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other divisions of the elements occur in the same manner and

in quick succession, the cells will all soon be inclined to the

right, and in like manner if the walls incline to the left, the

cells will incline to the left. The elements of the wood will

be inclined as those of the cambium are inclined.

In all of the specimens examined, if any twisting of the

grain occurred during the first thirty years of the life of the

tree, such twisting was found to be to the left. In about half

of the specimens the twisting in this direction continued

throughout the life of the tree. In the other half twisting

did not make its appearance until well along in the life of the

plant (then to the right) or changed from the left to the right

in from thirty to one hundred twenty years. The inclination

of the long axis of the elements from a radial plane varied

from one to ninety degrees. In a little more than half of the

specimens the angle of divergence increased regularly with

the age of the tree.— L. S. CHENEY.

The mechanics of curvature.

The much vexed question of the curvature of organs in re-

sponse to various stimuli is again to the front, and a sligM

advance in the solution of the chief problem, i. ^., the im-

mediate cause of the curvature, may be claimed. Noll in J

recent contribution ^ meets the specific objections offered to

his previous work* by Kohl« and Pfeffer.*
The principal theories which have been successively

^^^

vanced in explanation of curvatures are chiefly as follows-

Sachs attributed it to the exaggerated growth in length ol

the tissues on the side whose surface became convex in out-

line; DeVriesto an induced heightened turgor of the convex

side; Wortmann, in 1887, to the thickenings of the mein-

^branes of the concave side and aggregation of protoplasm i"
,

the cells limited by them, and consequences in growth exten-
^

sion. In the large amount of critical work following this las^

contribution it was established that the migration of the pro-

toplasm and the thickening of the membranes on the concave

side were attendant upon but bore no causal relationjojuf;
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